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From
cowboys
to couture,
Scottsdale
offers idyllic
getaway
By Lindsay Taub
For the Tennessean

From the moment he first set eyes upon the
Sonoran Desert in the late 1920s as a consulting
architect for the Arizona Biltmore Resort in
Phoenix, Frank Lloyd Wright was smitten “by
the beauty of the desert, by the dry, clear, sundrenched air, and by the stark geometry of the
mountains.”
When people think of
Scottsdale, Ariz., often the
IF YOU GO
first thing that comes to mind
Southwest Airis golf. It’s no surprise, as it
lines offers daily
hosts the Phoenix Open, one
nonstop service
of the most popular PGA
from Nashville
tournaments annually, and is
(BNA) to Sky
home to more than 50
Harbor Internacourses.
tional Airport
But with the Sonoran Des(www.phxskyharert as its backyard, Scottsbor.com). Frontier
dale also is a playground for
and United Airnon-golfers, overflowing with
lines also have
Western-style outdoor addaily direct serventure, heavenly spas, bouvice.
tique hotels, innovative cuisine and Wright-inspired
sustainable design.
A rugged and untamed wilderness, the Sonoran Desert is a 120,000-square-mile reminder
that the American West’s frontier spirit is alive
and kicking.
Overflowing with towering mesas, solitary
saguaros and exotic wildlife, you can walk in the
footsteps of the mysterious Hohokam Indians,
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Desert Wolf Adventures utilizes old military
vehicles for desert treks. PHOTOS BY LINDSAY TAUB / FOR
THE TENNESSEAN

Moroccan-inspired decor at Montelucia Resort &
Spa adds to the luxurious relaxation.

What have you
been missing?

Bright, breezy beaches. Squeaky-clean white sands.
And surf-side squeals of joy. If you havenʼt been to Alabamaʼs
beautiful beaches lately, you and yours have really been
missing out. Luckily, itʼs all still here. Happily waiting for you.
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